
 

FIBT PARASPORT HANDBOOK FOR NATIONAL FEDERATIONS 

The FIBT Parasport Programme is intended to develop bobsleigh and skeleton sport disciplines for 
athletes with disability in order to establish an elite sporting environment, achieve Paralympic 
inclusion, and enable these disciplines to flourish.  Initially the sport disciplines to be included under 
this programme are the following: 

- Seated monobob for non-ambulatory disabled athletes 

- Push monobob for ambulatory disabled athletes 

- Push skeleton for ambulatory disabled athletes 

 
Additional disciplines might be considered in the future.  These include skeleton for non-ambulatory 
athletes (using specially modified sled equipment) and 2-man bobsleigh for athletes with disability. 
 
This handbook is designed to assist National Federations in their plans to recruit athletes and 
develop national programmes to allow for participation in these sport disciplines. 
 
ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY 
 
Athletes eligible to participate in the FIBT Parasport Programme are those athletes with disability 
whose impairment places them at a disadvantage to able-bodied athletes, and whose impairment 
allows them to safely operate the equipment for monobob or skeleton. 
 
More specifically, seated monobob athletes will be athletes with spinal cord injury or double above 
the knee amputations with sufficient upper limb strength and control to safely operate the steering 
mechanisms and braking mechanisms of a monobob.  Brake lifting force should be at least 65kg.  
Safely steering a seated monobob requires that the athlete have very fine upper limb motor control. 
 
Ambulatory monobob athletes may have a variety of different leg impairments but must be able to 
safely push a monobob down the track and then load into the driving position of the moving 
monobob in order to control the sled down the track. 
 
Para skeleton athletes may have a variety of different leg impairments but must be able to push the 
skeleton sled using only one power leg.  The athlete must also have sufficient upper limb clamping 
strength to be able to hold themselves on the skeleton sled during the descent down the track. 
 
In all cases athletes must also not suffer from cognitive impairment to a level that prevents them 
from being able to receive and comply with coaching instruction or other administrative matters 
regarding participation in the sports. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

EQUIPMENT 
 
FIBT is in the process of monobob evaluations with the ultimate goal of selecting a single 
standardized monobob for all athletes with disability.  This evaluation process has not yet been 
completed, and until a final decision is made the FIBT Parasport Committee will conduct schools and 
events using a variety of different candidate sled designs for this purpose.  Some of the sleds used in 
the schools will be monobobs and others will be specially modified two-person bobsleighs even 
though the initial intent is to focus solely on the monobob discipline once a selection is made by the 
FIBT Executive Committee. 
 
Standard skeleton sleds are used to participate in para skeleton. 
 
ATHLETE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
 
The formal athlete classification system is being developed with the guidance and assistance of the 
IPC Medical Committee.  This work has not been finalized yet, but a copy of the current version of 
the classification document is included with this handbook for your benefit and information. 
 
ATHLETE MEDICAL INFORMATION 
 
Medical information from all athletes will be requested by the FIBT Parasport Committee.  This 
information is being gathered for the purpose of research and study over time.  A copy of the 
Medical Information form is attached for your information. As stated in the Preamble of the IPC 
Medical Code December 2011: 

The Paralympic Movement, in accomplishing its mission, should encourage all stakeholders 
to take measures to ensure that sport is practiced in a manner that protects the health of the 
athlete and respects fair play and sports ethics. To that end, it encourages those measures 
necessary to protect the health of participants and to minimize the risks of physical injury 
and psychological harm. It also encourages measures that will protect athletes in their 
relationships with health care professionals. 

 
 This objective can be achieved mainly through an ongoing education based on the ethical 
values of sport and on each individual’s responsibility in protecting his or her health and the 
health of others. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

PROGRAMME HISTORICAL RESULTS 
 
During the winter of 2002/2003 under the sponsorship of the Utah National Ability Center Aaron 
Lanningham (paraplegic – USA) and Gary Kuhl (BK leg amputee – USA) were the first two drivers to 
successfully drive bobsleighs from the top of the track in Park City Utah.  Aaron started while seated 
in his sled and Gary pushed his sled and then loaded in as normal.  Thus began a series of activities 
leading us to where we are today.  It is a little-known fact that Gary Kuhl got his FIBT pilots license 
and competed against able-bodied athletes in the 2006/2007 America Cup Race in Park City.  Both 
Aaron and Gary competed in the same America Cup Race the following season and in the Calgary 
America Cup Race in 2007/2008.  Since that time hundreds of descents have been successfully made 
by athletes with a wide range of disabilities on four different tracks. Today both the Alberta 
Bobsleigh Association in Calgary and the Utah Olympic Park in Park City have fully integrated athletes 
with disability into their normal development sliding programmes. 
The first formal international driving school for bobsleigh and skeleton specifically for athletes with 
disability was hosted by the USBSF and financially supported by the FIBT during the 2011/2012 
season.  That school saw 17 athletes from 6 nations participate.  Subsequent schools were hosted by 
the FIBT in Calgary, Igls and Sigulda. 
 
ACTIVITIES FOR 2013/2014 SEASON 
 
During the 2013/2014 season FIBT will once again be hosting schools for athletes with disability in 
Calgary, Canada and Igls, Austria.  Both schools will be held in January.  Please watch for the formal 
invitations to be distributed.  In addition, during the spring and summer months the FIBT Parasport 
Committee will continue its work on the athlete classification system as well as reviewing and 
refining the rules that will be used to govern international races for these sports. 
 
ACTIVITIES FOR 2014/2015 SEASON 
 
It is anticipated that during the 2014/2015 season FIBT will conduct the first official international 
races for athletes with disability using the classification system and rules developed during the 
preceding season. 
 
 
AN EVOLVING PROCESS 
The path to inclusion of these sport disciplines in the formal programme of the Paralympic Winter 
Games is an imprecise one.  The Parasport Committee is working very hard towards that goal and 
expanding its knowledge and understanding of the requirements on an ongoing basis.  We 
appreciate the support of all FIBT National Federations in this effort and will provide regular 
information updates as significant progress occurs.  We also welcome inquiries from any National 
Federations and will do our best to answer them.  

FIBT Parasport Committee 


